The Effect of Granular Trench’s Depth on Bearing Capacity of Shallow Foundations on the Soft Ground
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ABSTRACT

The rapid growth of construction in urban areas has resulted in building structures on soft and weak soils. These soils possess the low bearing capacity and high settlements. One of the common ways to increase bearing capacity in weak soils is to use granular trench. Trenching can be built easier, faster and cheaper than deep foundations. The function of granular trench is similar to stone columns. However, the difference is that instead of a column of granular material, a large area of granular material is used. In this research, we compare the results of static bearing capacity for shallow foundation with and without trench obtained from numerical modeling using FLAC2D. Furthermore, the effect of depth of granular trench on bearing capacity has been studied and finally the optimum depth is presented.
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1. Introduction

There are many field situations where at least a moderate increase in the bearing capacity in their soils is desired. An effective solution for this situations, is stabilizing by granular trench beneath the shallow foundation. The granular trench functions similar to stone columns. The only difference is that instead of a column of granular material, a large area of granular material is used. Granular filling acts as a strong base and distributes the load over a wider area. In this method, post-construction settlements are reduced significantly.

Fig 1. Granular trench in weak clay.

Unnikrishnan et al (2011) performed some experimental research on the behavior of reinforced granular trenches.

The bearing capacity of a strip footing supported by a granular trench depends on the mode of failure in composite soil medium. There are three possible failure modes for a granular trench supported strip footing. The first mode is a general shear failure, one form of which can be the Prandtl mechanism shown in figure 2a. The second mode of failure is bulging as shown in figure 2b. This mode has been observed in stone columns in soft soils. Using pressure meter observations or the cavity expansion factors, the limit of lateral pressure can be estimated. The ultimate bearing capacity $q_{ult}$ of a foundation of the same size as the stone column is determined to be:

$$q_{ult} = \left(\frac{1+\sin \phi}{1-\sin \phi}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where, $\sigma_{pl}$ is the limit lateral pressure. The third mode of failure shown in figure 2c is similar to rigid pile action wherein negligibly small lateral displacements are expected to occur in the trench on the column material. This mode predicts higher load bearing capacity than the earlier two modes. The analytical solution for predicting the ultimate static bearing capacity of a granular trench based on the first mode and the general shear failure mode, were proposed by Madhav and Vitkar(1978). They used upper bound limit analysis method and proposed a relation similar to conventional bearing capacity formulation:

$$q_u = C_u N_c + q N_q + 0.5 \gamma B N_\gamma$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where $c_u$ and $\gamma$ are cohesion and unit weight of soil, and $D_f$ is depth of foundation. Whereas, $B$ is the width of foundation that is equal to width of trench. $N_c$, $N_q$ and $N_\gamma$ are the dimensionless factors of bearing capacity which are related to the angle of friction. In this research, a comparison between static bearing capacity of shallow foundation with and without trench is investigated, which is obtained from numerical modelling.
2. Numerical loading

In this paper, the FLAC2D has been used for numerical analysis of bearing capacity of shallow foundations with and without the granular trench. This method uses Lagrangian fast calculations to analyze and these calculations are the explicit finite difference. This approach has been used in the majority of geotechnical engineering models.

2.1. Example

A natural deposit has the following properties, in the absence of a trench in numerical analysis, the ultimate bearing capacity of soil obtained from FLAC2D is about:

C=20kPa, \(\phi=0^\circ\), and unit weight= 14.71kN/m\(^3\)
In the diagram below, the vertical axis is the force that FLAC2D computes and bearing capacity is obtained from division of force over area of each mesh (0.25*0.25*1 m$^3$) the horizontal axis is the settlement of the strip footing while loading.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig 3.** Meshing of the model without trench

**Fig 4.** Bearing capacity of foundation without trench.
2.2. Effect of Trench’s Depth (D)

The soil is stabilized with a granular trench with the properties, width of trench A=1m, width of strip load=1m. In the presence of granular trench in numerical analysis in FLAC2D effect of Trench’s Depth (D) is presented as below:

C=0 kPa, φ=40°, Dilation=20, unit weight=19.60kN/m³.

Fig 4. Meshing of the model with trench.

D=1m,

Fig 5. Bearing capacity of foundation with trench (D=1).
D=2m,

**Fig 6.** Bearing capacity of foundation with trench (D=2).

D=3m,

**Fig 7.** Bearing capacity of foundation with trench (D=3).
D=4m,

Fig 7. Bearing capacity of foundation with trench (D=4).

D=5m,

Fig 8. Bearing capacity of foundation with trench (D=5).
D=6m,

Fig 9. Bearing capacity of foundation with trench (D=6).

The results of FLAC2D are represented in Figure 10:

Fig 10. Results (The vertical axis is bearing capacity and the horizontal axis is the depth of trench).
3. Conclusion

The increase in the ultimate bearing capacity with the installation of a trench at least is about 80%. On the other hand if a trench is installed in an specific depth, the bearing capacity increases to a maximum value and after the highest value it remains constant. The bearing capacity of a foundation on a soil stabilized with a granular trench is determined using the upper bound theorem. If the trench material has a higher $\phi$ value, a larger increase in bearing capacity can be expected. In this study, the optimum depth of trench using FLAC2D is computed to be approximately 5m.
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